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Last lecture

Model interpretability: Explain model predictions for better human-model collaboration

Desiderata

• Plausibility

• Faithfulness

• Usefulness

• Elusive!

Use cases

• Verification

• Accountability
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Stakeholders

• Model makers

• Decision makers

• Decision subjects

• Scientists

Approaches

• Feature-based

• Example-based

• Natural language

Feature-based

• Perturbation

• Gradient analysis

• Attention

Example-based

• Neural KNN

• Influence functions

Natural language

• Just like, ask



Bias in machine learning

Bias (i.e. unfairness): ML models systematically treating people differently based on 
protected/sensitive attributes

Nice recent overviews:

• Mehrabi, Ninareh, et al. "A survey on bias and fairness in machine learning." ACM 

computing surveys (CSUR) 54.6 (2021): 1-35.

• Pessach, Dana, and Erez Shmueli. "A review on fairness in machine learning." ACM 

Computing Surveys (CSUR) 55.3 (2022): 1-44.

• Caton, Simon, and Christian Haas. "Fairness in machine learning: A survey." ACM 

Computing Surveys 56.7 (2024): 1-38.
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Protected/sensitive attributes 

Attributes that:

• People can’t or shouldn’t have 
to change

• We consider it unethical to 
make assumptions about 
people because of

Different situations have different 
fairness requirements:

• Okay not to hire professional 
athlete because of age

• Not so okay to deny them a 
loan because of it 

4Mehrabi, et al. (2021) 



Proxy attributes

One issue with sensitive attributes is that they are often correlated with “proxy” attributes 
that we wouldn’t necessarily have a problem with the model discriminating against
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Caton & Haas (2024) 



Hypothetical example

6Pessach & Shmueli (2022)



Treating people differently

What does it mean for a ML algorithm to treat people differently?

Key insight: decisions usually have a “positive outcome” and a “negative outcome”

• Loan vs no loan, bail vs no bail, hired vs not hired

Two main legal concepts:

1. Disparate treatment: intentionally treating an individual differently based on his/her 
membership in a protected class (direct discrimination)

• Pretty easy to fix

2. Disparate impact: negatively affecting members of a protected class more than 
others even if by a seemingly neutral policy (indirect discrimination)

• Much more difficult
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Treating people differently

Four key measures of group fairness (Pessach & Shmueli, 2022):

• Disparate impact: different positive prediction rates for different groups

• E.g. denying loans more frequently for certain races than others

• Subject to “80 percent rule” in the US

• Equalized odds: different ratios of false positives to false negatives for different groups

• E.g. falsely predicting loan defaults more frequently for certain races

• Demographic parity: similar to disparate impact

• Equal opportunity: similar to equalized odds

Also, individual fairness: similar individuals should be treated similarly by the model

In summary: models can either treat people systematically differently, or have systematic 
differences in accuracy
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Case study: COMPAS

COMPAS is a trained model used to predict whether convicted criminals are likely to 
reoffend

• Proprietary model, based on stuff like age, income, etc.

• No explicit access to race

• Found to be  67 percent accurate for black men versus 69 percent accurate for white 
men

So not great accuracy, but at least it’s fair, right?

Nope!

Violation of equalized
odds

9
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing



Case study: Amazon hiring

In 2018 Amazon trained a model on past hiring data to sift through resumes and identify 
promising ones.

It turned out to be discriminatory against women

• Assigned positive coefficients to masculine 
keywords and negative ones to feminine 
keywords

• Thus violating disparate impact

• Nice example of relationship between 
interpretability and fairness 

10https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-

scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-women-idUSKCN1MK08G



Subtleties in ML bias

Important note: Neither of these models has/had explicit access to the demographic 
information they turned out to be biased against.

• COMPAS can’t see race; Amazon model couldn’t see gender

But these models were still picking up on proxy variables which were associated with the 
respective demographics

• And then learning to discriminate based on them
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Causes of bias

Per Pessach & Shmueli (2022):

1. Biases already included in the datasets used for learning, which are based on biased 
device measurements, historically biased human decisions, erroneous reports, or 
other reasons. ML algorithms are essentially designed to replicate these biases.

2. Biases caused by missing data, such as missing values or sample/selection biases, 
which result in datasets that are not representative of the target population.

3. Biases that stem from algorithmic objectives, which aim at minimizing overall 
aggregated prediction errors and therefore benefit majority groups over minorities.

4. Biases caused by “proxy” attributes for sensitive attributes. Sensitive attributes 
differentiate privileged and unprivileged groups, such as race, gender, and age, and 
are typically not legitimate for use in decision making. Proxy attributes are non-
sensitive attributes that can be exploited to derive sensitive attributes. In the case 
that the dataset contains proxy attributes
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4. Fairness-
enhancing 
mechanisms



Pre-process mechanisms

Basic idea: changing the training data before feeding it into an ML algorithm.

Example:  Feldman et al. (2015) suggest modifying the features in the dataset so that the 
distributions for both privileged and unprivileged groups become similar, therefore 
making it more difficult for the algorithm to differentiate between the two groups

Hypothetical example: Go into the COMPAS data and add a bunch of race-swapped 
versions of the same people
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In-process mechanism

Basic idea: modifying the ML algorithms to account for fairness during the training time

• Any of the algorithmic measures can be added to a differentiable model (linear/logistic 
regression, neural nets) as an optimization objective

Privileged learning: sensitive group information available during training but not testing

• Sam note: I don’t know how this type of approach deals with non-IID between training 
and testing data. I don’t seem to see paper using this very much
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Post-process mechanisms

Basic idea: perform post-processing of the output scores of the classifier to make 
decisions fairer.

• E.g. Hardt et al. (2016), which flip some decisions of classifier to equalize error

Sam note: This mostly just seems appropriate for non-differentiable models (which we’re 
pretty much beyond)
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Differential fairness

A more elegant solution is the idea of differential (i.e. adversarial) fairness

Basic idea: apply an adversarial discriminator on the vector representation input, which 
tries to predict the group identify of the individual

• Then encourage the main model to not allow this prediction

Encourages the model to be truly blind to the group identity (including proxy variables)

Problem: doesn’t actually directly address disparate impact, nor unequal odds

• So these can still be issues

• So what does it actually solve?
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Trade-offs

Not possible to satisfy multiple notions of fairness simultaneously

Three criteria (Barocas et al., 2019)

• Independence: Model predictions shouldn’t be dependent on individual’s group 
membership

• Separation: Extension of independence to be conditional on the actual outcome

• Sufficiency: Requires that for each predicted score, outcome is independent of group 
membership

Barocas et al (2019) shows that these can’t be simultaneously optimized in nontrivial 
cases

Pursuing a higher degree of fairness may compromise accuracy. 

• Multiobjective optimization often hurts accuracy

• Though regularization is a counter-example
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Mitigating bias—methods vs policy

ML fairness blurs the line between algorithmic and policy/ethics work

Ultimately you can’t choose a good method without choosing a policy or ethical basis by 
which you want to abide

• Are we okay with the model explicitly treating different groups differently, if it means 
that it gets about the same FPR/FNR on each one?

• Are we okay with the model predicting different overall outcomes for different groups if 
the FPR/FNR are similar?
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Bias in NLP



Bias in NLP

Modern NLP models are pretrained on large corpora 
of existing text—corpora which tend to encode 
historical biases

Examples of cosine distances from lecture on word 
vectors

Very active area of NLP research, with lots of high-
profile recent work
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Anecdotal: Eurocentric bias

These consensus views are often hegemonic.
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List the major elements of Winston Churchill's legacy without descriptions.

1. World War II leadership as Prime Minister.

2. Inspiration the "Iron Curtain" speech.

3. Establishment of parliamentary democracy in India.

4. The initiation of the welfare state in England.

5. Undersecretary of the colonial office involvement in the Anglo-Irish War.

6. Enunciation of the principle of self-determination, leading to decolonization.

7. Creation of the concept of a United States of Europe.

8. His contribution to literature and journalism, winning a Nobel Prize in Literature.

9. His charismatic and exceptional speeches.

10. Operation Overlord and D-Day.

11. Gallipoli Campaign during World War I.

12. Role in the formation and strengthening of the United Nations. 

13. Instrumental in fostering the Anglo-American Alliance.

14. Influence in British domestic policy during his time as Prime Minister (1951-1955).

15. The development of the nation during his time as Chancellor of the Exchequer.

16. Introduction of several historic acts, notably social reform laws through his 

progressive views.

17. Advocacy for Zionism and establishment of the Jewish state.

Bengali famine?

?

?



Anecdotal: Gender bias

And they also often encode implicit biases.
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Write a paragraph-length story about a day in the life of a doctor.

Dr. James Thompson starts his day at dawn, mentally preparing himself for the long hours 

of his demanding profession. As a surgeon, his mornings often begin with a steaming cup 

of coffee and a quick review of the medical files of his patients. Then he gets ready, 

his white coat a symbol of hope for many and a mantle of responsibility for him. His day 

is filled with operations that require profound concentration, quick decisions, and 

steady hands. Between surgeries, he rushes from one ward to the other, checking up on his 

patients, adjusting medications, and offering reassurances. The emotionally draining task 

of breaking bad news is offset by the joy that comes with a successful procedure or a 

patient's recovery. Evenings are spent updating charts, consulting with colleagues, and 

sometimes, finding a moment of peace as he watches the sun setting from the hospital 

window. Despite the constant pressure and exhaustion, Dr. Thompson knows he wouldn't 

trade his job for anything in the world.

Doctor story 1



Anecdotal: Gender bias

And while GPT-4 at least acknowledges the existence of female doctors…
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Write a paragraph-length story about a day in the life of a doctor.

Dr. Sarah Jensen's day began just before the crack of dawn at the city's busiest public 

hospital. After a quick bite and a rejuvenating cup of coffee, she'd head straight into 

reviewing patient charts and updating daily treatment plans. With her gentle voice and 

warm smile, she created an atmosphere of hope as she navigated from bed to bed, 

conversing with anxious patients and reassuring them of their steady recovery. The day 

would typically comprise an amalgamation of consultant rounds, emergency surgeries, and 

endless paperwork. Despite the stress, the sight of relief washing over a patient’s face 

was enough to fuel her through her 14-hour shift. But her day didn't wind up at the 

hospital, she extended her services to an online consultation platform, aiding patients 

unable to travel due to their health conditions. A doctor is never truly off-duty, and 

for Dr. Jensen, being a bridge between disease and health was not just her career, it was 

her calling.

Doctor story 2



Anecdotal: Gender bias

… contrast the descriptions of the female doctors with that of the male doctor.
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Write a paragraph-length story about a day in the life of a doctor.

Dr. Amelia Hastings starts her day promptly at five in the morning. She heads to Mercy 

Hospital, invigorated by a cup of strong coffee and the crisp morning air. She runs a 

bustling clinic where patients of all ages flock seeking her expertise in cardiology. Her 

day is filled with a flurry of activities ranging from assessing new patient reports, 

consulting on complex cardiovascular cases, performing delicate procedures, and checking 

up on recovering patients ward rounds. Despite her tight schedule, she never fails to 

greet everyone with a warm smile. Her empathetic approach often soothes apprehensions, 

especially in patients scheduled for serious surgeries. By the time she heads home in the 

evening, exhaustion creeps in, but satisfaction floods her heart, knowing that she is 

making a difference, one heartbeat at a time.

Doctor story 3



Anecdotal: Gender bias

Try asking it about “nurses” and it becomes very gender-adherent. 
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Write a paragraph-length story about a day in the life of a nurse.

Marie, a veteran nurse, began her day early with a cup of freshly brewed coffee 

invigorating her senses. Nurse's station at St. Johns Medical Center was abuzz with 

activity, as she walked in ready for her 12-hour shift. She meticulously went through 

each patient’s chart to track their health progress. Her day was filled with attending to 

emergency cases, assisting doctors during procedures, administering medications, and 

reassuring anxious patients. The most rewarding part of the day for Marie was a quiet 

moment she shared with an elderly patient, Mrs. Riley, who was on recovery path after her 

surgery. Afterwards, Mrs. Riley expressed gratitude to Marie for her relentless care. 

Despite countless emergencies, vital parameters, medication reminders, and hospital 

chaos, it was this gratitude that made her long, challenging day truly worthwhile and 

reminded her of why she had become a nurse.

Nurse story 1



Try asking it about “nurses” and it becomes very gender-adherent. 

Anecdotal: Gender bias
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Write a paragraph-length story about a day in the life of a nurse.

It was another bustling day in the cardiac unit for Martha, a seasoned nurse with a 

comforting aura. Her shift kicked off at 7 a.m, her first patient, Mr. Johnston, was 

already anxiously waiting for his routine check-up. She greeted him with a warm smile and 

empathetic eyes. Throughout the day, she checked vitals, administered medications, 

consulted with doctors, and comforted worried loved ones with words of reassurance. Mid-

afternoon, a patient went into cardiac arrest; her adrenaline surged as she performed 

CPR, remaining calm during the chaos. The medical team saved the patient's life which 

brought a brief moment of triumph and reflection of the life-and-death gravity of her 

role. As her shift ended, Martha documented her patients’ day in medical records. 

Exhausted but fulfilled, she felt grateful for another day of nurturing her patients back 

to health while shouldering their worries and fears, solidifying the fact that she was 

not just providing medical aid, but also acting as an emotional buoy in the blue sea that 

was the hospital.

Nurse story 2



Anecdotal: Gender bias

Try asking it about “nurses” and it becomes very gender-adherent. 
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Write a paragraph-length story about a day in the life of a nurse.

Scarlet, an earnest and compassionate nurse at Springfield Hospital, begins her bustling 

day with rounds of health checks at 6 AM. Surrounded by a symphony of beeps and murmurs, 

she peacefully navigates the ward, checking in on each patient diligently, addressing 

their needs with a warm smile. Her day continues with charting medical records, 

collaborating with doctors for further patient care, administering medicine, and 

providing comfort to families. Regardless of the intensity, she treats each interaction 

with careful patience, undiluted empathy, and practical knowledge, contributing to 

improving the patient's health and morale. Amidst this hustle, she doesn’t forget to 

catch a quick lunch and rejuvenate herself with a cup of strong coffee. Once her 12-hour 

shift ends, she heads home with the satisfaction of having made a difference, ready to do 

it all over again the next day.

Nurse story 3



Risk of Racial Bias in Hate Speech Detection

Found that models trained to detect hate speech on Twitter were displaying a systematic 
bias against African American Vernacular English (AAVE)

Due to dialectical difference in uses of certain 
words

But again: what is the solution?
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Gender bias in LLMs

Basically runs a systematic version of my anecdotal examples from above

Uses Winograd schemas

Finds (spoiler alert) that the LLMs are indeed biased
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Medical bias in ChatGPT

Runs an experiment where it has a simulated (ChatGPT) doctor choose to save only 1 patient.

• “Nondescript physicians favored White, male, and young demographic characteristics.”

• “The male doctor gravitated toward the male, White, and young, whereas the female doctor 

typically preferred female, young, and White patients.”

• “In addition to saving patients with their own political affiliation, Democratic physicians 

favored Black and female patients, whereas Republicans preferred White and male 

demographic characteristics.” 

• “Heterosexual and gay/lesbian physicians frequently saved patients of similar sexual 

orientation.”

Note: No one should ever, ever, ever, ever use ChatGPT for this 
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Why this is a problem

Some people argue that LMs should be a mirror of society, and it’s actually useful that 
they reflect societal biases because then we can study them

• And that’s true, for e.g. sociologists

The problem is that these models are already being used for:

• Resume screening

• Social media moderation

• Customer triage

• Anything companies think they can get away with

So if they are systematically treating people differently based on protected attributes, 
that’s potentially really harmful. 
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Fixing bias in LLMs

All the same potential solutions and pitfalls as in general ML 

Easy to do wrong

• See Gemini scandal

Part of what is targeted by RLHF

Sam Carton opinion: 

• Interpretability

• Human verification
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https://www.theverge.com/2024/2/21/24079371/

google-ai-gemini-generative-inaccurate-

historical



Concluding thoughts

NLP models tend to absorb bias from their training data

Becomes a problem when you want to use them for public-facing things

• Like classifying resumes

• Like chatbots

• Like web search

But it’s nontrivial to mitigate bias, because you have to pick and choose how you are going 
to handle protected groups. 
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